Examplify Tools: FAQ

Below are tutorials for the most frequently used Examplify tools during your exams.

You should be taking the mock exam listed in your Examplify profile prior to every exam period to verify your computer is in working order. **The password to the mock exam(s) is: bronco5**

**Calculator**
The calculator tool can be found at the top right of the screen under “Tool Kit”
Alarms
The alarm tool can be found at the top right of the screen under “tool kit” and the “tools” tab.

Word Count
The word count feature is an icon of a sheet of paper, it can be found to the right of “Essay Answer”. **Be sure you differentiate between Word Count and Character Count.**
Spell Check
Spell Check is instant. Like Word, red lines will appear whenever students misspell a word, they can right click on the word for suggestions on correcting it.